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F.H. Stoltze Land and Lumber Co.
No organization marches 
into the future without a 
plan, and that certainly 
includes The University 
o f Montana. Last spring, 
thanks to the hard work 
o f faculty, administrators, 
staff, students, and other 
supporters, we released UM 
2020: Building a University 
for the Global Century, set­
ting out our vision and our 
goals for where we’d like 
your state University to go.
It’s an ambitious document, 
but one to which we’ve 
committed ourselves as we continuously adapt to the ever- 
changing educational environment in which we operate.
No plan can be made, however, without a solid information 
base. That base includes the business and economic condi­
tions that are likely to prevail in the coming years. And when 
it comes to our economic future, it has been our good fortune 
for the last 37 years to have a resource that is the envy o f many 
other states — the Bureau o f Business and Economic Research’s 
annual economic oudook seminars.
What you see in this issue o f the Montana Business Quarterly 
is the Bureau’s latest snapshot o f the economic landscape, both 
for individual communities as well as for our most important 
industries. The Bureau’s researchers, along with experts from 
our sister institution Montana State University, presented their 
take on where they see things heading in nine different Mon­
tana communities in the last two months, and we’re happy to 
share their insights with you. We’re certainly paying close atten­
tion to what’s ahead for the economy, and I’m sure you are too.
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E d itor’s  N ote: Follow ing is a  Q &  A. with Bureau economists 
and industry experts throughout the state about the latest economic 
trends andforecasts, as w ell as the outlook fo r  M ontana’s  important 
sectors: housing, energy, travel and recreation, health care, agriculture, 
manufacturing, andforest products.
The Economy
Patrick Barkey and Paul Polzin
Q: Montana seems to be slow to recover from the 
recession. H ow  is Montana’s economy faring as we 
progress into 2012?
A: (Patrick Barkey) The economy did not grow nearly as 
quickly last year as we thought it would. We forecast 2.6 
percent growth, and we now think that it’s going to come 
in at 0.7 percent. There are multiple reasons for that. One 
reason is that there was a lot more inflation than we expected. 
The second reason is that there were some key sectors o f  the 
economy that experienced a surprising slow down, specifically 
health care and government. So just between those two 
sectors, we saw a half a billion dollars o f  earnings less than 
what we had expected. But the really big story behind the 
slowdown in Montana is just the nature o f  the U.S. recovery. 
The U.S. economy this time is coming back much more slowly 
than previous recessions. This recession is different because 
it was preceded by a banking crisis. So the 0.7 percent was a 
real disappointment for 2011, but Montana is still looking at
a growth rate o f  2 percent or above for 2012. That’s low by 
pre-recession standards, but is still pretty respectable.
Q: The recession impacts are different am ong cities 
across the state. Which cities suffered the m ost and which 
cities suffered the least?
A: (Paul Polzin) The two counties that probably suffered 
the greatest declines are Gallatin County and Flathead 
County. That’s because construction was so important there, 
particularly construction o f second homes. The two counties 
that have suffered least have been Cascade County and Lewis 
and Clark County because o f  Malmstrom Air Force Base in 
Great Falls and state government in Helena. The other cities 
are kind o f  in between. For example, in Missoula the recession 
has been relatively long — about four years — but relatively 
mild. It’s exactly the opposite in Gallatin County, which had a 
significant decline, but it occurred over a relatively short period 
— about two years. There also have been relatively short and 
mild recessions in Yellowstone County and Butte.
Q: What are the m ost pressing issues in Montana’s 
economy today?
A: (Patrick Barkey) I think the big story in Montana continues 
to be the slow recovery from the recession and unfortunately, 
the housing bust. There is another story happening with the 
energy development in the east.
Housing
Scott Rickard
Q: The residential real estate market for Montana 
showed little sign s o f  improvement last year. When 
will the housin g bust will recover?
A: I think it will not recover significandy until we start 
to see improvement in the overall economy. So until we 
start seeing increased confidence and some growth in the 
income and prospects for Montana residents, I don’t really 
expect to see it to improve. That would push it out at least 
another year.
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Q: How do you think that the housing bust differs 
across Montana?
A: The situation is very different in resort versus non­
resort communities. Those parts o f  the state that we saw 
the larger percentage o f  second homes — vacation homes 
like up in the Flathead — tended to take a bigger hit than 
other places. Also, toward the east we are actually seeing 
the opposite. We are seeing housing shortages, relatively 
speaking. For the most part, these aren’t people willing to 
buy, so there it’s the case o f increased demand for worker 
housing in the energy development counties.
Energy
Tom Richmond and Paul Polzin
Q: Many Montana counties are feeling the impacts 
o f energy development. People are calling the 
Bakken the b iggest inland oil find in the U.S. in the 
past 50 years. What type o f potential does it have for 
Montana?
A: (Tom Richmond) Montana’s Elm Coulee field currendy 
has about 750 producing Bakken oil wells. During the 
process o f  development, only two dry holes were drilled. 
Bakken development outside o f Elm Coulee has proceeded 
cautiously, with most new wells being drilled close to 
existing production near the North Dakota border and 
near Elm Coulee. Several successful Bakken wells have 
been completed in these areas, indicating good prospects 
for ongoing development.
Q: Why has energy development grown so much faster 
in North Dakota than Montana?
A: (Tom Richmond) The simple answer is that there is 
more oil in North Dakota. There is some pretty good 
potential on the Montana side o f the line, but the fact o f 
the matter is that there is more potential on the North 
Dakota side just because it is closer to the depositional 
center. The Bakken is thicker in North Dakota and has 
some extra pay zones that Montana doesn’t have. But then
we have the five barrel/day wells in central Montana, and 
we have the speculation up in Glacier County.
Q: H ow  does technology affect oil development?
A: (Tom Richmond) Technology has a tendency to 
improve over time, sometimes very subtly. The two 
technological parts that make the Bakken work are 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing. One o f  the 
more subtle changes is in drilling technology. When I first 
started working, it would take two months to drill a 12,000 
foot well. Now 20,000-feet long wells are being drilled in 
about 23 to 25 days. So that really affects the economics o f 
drilling. The drilling time has gotten to be much better now 
with the current technology than it was 30 years ago.
What could happen is that technology could keep 
improving, and we might be able to recover oil that is 
not recoverable now in areas like the Heath (in central 
Montana) or what is being called the Southern Alberta 
Bakken (which extends into northern Montana).
Q: There seem s to be a renewed interest in coal these 
days. What is the reason for increased optim ism  about 
coal?
A: (Paul Polzin): The optimism for Montana coal is coming 
primarily from growth in the Asian market and in China.
It’s not coming from the U.S. The U.S consumption o f coal 
has been constant or even declining for the past 10 to 15 
years. Between 2010 and 2035, the growth in the demand 
for coal in China will be more than twice as large as total 
U.S. production o f coal. If Montana could just get one 
slice o f  that, it would be advantageous. And there’s a good 
chance that Montana could get a slice o f  that because o f 
the position we’re in with respect to transportation systems.
Montana has much larger deposits o f  coal than Wyoming, 
but production in Wyoming far outpaces Montana. 
Wyoming is producing 400 million tons o f coal per year, 
and Montana is producing 40 million tons per year. Why 
is that? If you look at a railroad map, you’ll see that 
Wyoming coal fields are closer to the big metro areas in 
the South and the Midwest where there’s a big electrical 
demand and where coal is shipped. But if we’re looking 
at the international demand, coal would probably be 
shipped out o f Vancouver, or out o f  Seattle, or out o f the 
Oregon coast. If you look at the railroad map, you see that 
Montana has a transportation advantage to serving these 
international markets. So that’s the reason for increased 
optimism on the coal side.
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Travel and Recreation
Norma Nickerson
Q: Rumor has it that we can expect som e o f  the 
h ighest fuel prices ever by this summer. H ow  do 
these fuel prices affect tourism  in Montana?
A: In 2008, when we hit our high o f  over $4 per gallon 
at the pump, our visitation went down 6.5 percent, and 
spending went down about 15 percent by nonresident 
visitors. This had a huge impact on the travel industry 
in the state. People just changed their travel behaviors, 
whether it was how much they went to the grocery store 
or whether they took that weekend trip. So if people 
change their behaviors because o f  gas prices, it will have a 
big impact on Montana’s travel industry.
Q. Another important issu e in tourism  is how  man­
made disasters and natural d isasters can im pact 
tourism. For instance, last w inter a bus com in g  
into M issou la slid on icy roads and killed a number 
o f  people. G rizzly bears killed two tourists in 
Yellow stone last summer. In Sidney, a sch oo l teacher 
was k idnapped and killed. H ow  d o  disasters like this 
im pact tourism  and how  w ould natural d isasters — 
like w ildfires or oil sp ills im pact tourism?
A: Probably the best example is that the people I work 
with are not originally from Montana, and as soon as 
something happens, their parents, their brothers, their 
sisters are calling, saying, “Are you OK? D on’t go  into the 
backcountry because there are bears; don’t drive on the 
roads because they are icy.” These kinds o f  things happen, 
and they get national media attention. There needs to be 
a crisis management center — and I know that the tourism 
office in Helena has a pretty good  setup and knows how 
to react to negative media out there. Social media is huge. 
Getting things on Facebook and Twitter and trying to get 
the word out that things aren’t really quite the way they 
are portrayed is important. These events do affect people’s 
perception o f  Montana. It is a constant struggle for those
in the promotion part o f  tourism to make sure people feel 
safe when they come here.
In terms o f  the natural disasters, there are not huge dips 
in visitation due to fires. The travel industry has been 
pretty good  at responding to that type o f  natural disaster, 
suggesting other places to g o  if there is a fire in the area. 
The other thing that we can’t predict is climate change, 
or just the variation in climate all over the world, and 
Montana is certainly feeling it. Twenty years ago that 
wasn’t an issue. It was very stable. You knew when you 
could start fishing because water runoff was low enough 
and the water temperature didn’t get too warm. Last year 
was a very good  example o f  fishing — and rafting — being 
very late in a lot o f  rivers and streams. I don’t know 
if you can call it a natural disaster but it produces the 




Q: Health care continues to be in the spotligh t as 
the Supreme Court ruling on the Affordable Care Act 
draws nearer. What are the b ig ge st challenges for the 
health care industry?
A: There are two challenges and both deal with policy 
uncertainties that affect health care. One is the Supreme 
Court ruling on the Affordable Care Act. Expectations 
are that they will have a ruling as early as June, which may 
or may not change one or all provisions o f  the ACA. It is 
interesting because 26 states are partnering in this lawsuit, 
and many o f  these states have held out, for instance, 
any effort to establish a state insurance exchange that is 
supposed to be in place by 2014. So it is already having 
ramifications on how states pursue their health care and 
comply with health care law. The second challenge is the 
uncertainty on how the federal government will address
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budget deficit and debt concerns. Medicare and Medicaid 
account for almost one-fourth o f federal spending. Few, 
if any, believe these programs will go  untouched in some 
way, shape, or form. That is particularly important for 
Montana. In the next decade, one in five Montanans will 
be eligible for Medicare. Further, any changes to Medicare 
reimbursement will have some real implications for 
Montanan’s access to health care, not only for Medicare 
patients, but for all others since Medicare reimbursement 
is a bellwether rate for all other payers o f  health care.
Q: H ow  important is the health care industry in 
Montana?
A: It’s big. We’ve done six hospital impact studies 
now. By the broadest measure it’s about 10 percent 
o f  our economy, and that’s using GDP. In fact, it was 
the biggest contributor to the percentage increase in 
GDP. On a health care earnings basis, it is almost 14 
percent o f earnings in the state’s economy. Certainly at 
the community level it can run much higher. Personal 
spending on health care in Montana is going to be in 
excess o f  $7 billion this year, and assuming the Affordable 
Care Act does go  through and those projections hold 
true, it would be over $8 billion in just two years. This 
year alone, personal health care spending is expected to 
increase by $163 million, supporting almost 6,000 jobs and 
generating nearly $256 million in earnings economywide.
Agriculture
George Haynes
Q: M ontana’s farmers and ranchers have weathered the 
recession with above average production and strong 
prices. What is supporting the strong agricultural 
market for cattle and wheat this year?
A: A couple o f weather-related things have been very 
critical. The drought in the Southwest and the moisture 
issues in the northern plains have impacted both the cattle 
and wheat market. The moisture conditions in the northern
plains have helped the cattle industry because we’ve had 
good pasture and hay production. On the wheat side, it was 
been a lot o f the opposite. In Montana, around 500,000 acres 
either weren’t planted, or were, and didn’t produce much.
Even though corn is not a major commodity for Montana, 
corn prices impact our wheat and catde prices. Everyone is 
watching the market for ethanol. Given the high percentage 
o f  corn utilized in the production o f ethanol, changes in 
the market for ethanol impact corn prices. Most recendy, 
blender subsidies and tariffs on imported ethanol have been 
eliminated, which have driven ethanol, and subsequendy 
corn, prices somewhat lower. If renewable fuel standards 
were lowered, it’s likely that less ethanol would be produced 
and corn prices would move lower. Corn and wheat 
prices often move together because they are substitute 
commodities, hence lower corn prices will lead to lower 
wheat prices. However, lower corn prices translate into 
lower feed costs for catde feeders and these cattle feeders 
are willing to pay more for our calves.
In the international market, the wheat export market looks 
softer than it has in the past, while the beef export market 
looks substantially stronger, especially in these emerging 
economies. The strength o f the w orld’s economy is really a 
big issue in agriculture.
Q: Food prices have increased more than 4.5 percent 
over the last year. Why has this inflation occurred?
A: I think the link that people like to make is that food 
price is related to commodity price inflation. It is part o f  
the formula, but it isn’t a large part o f  it. There is always an 
opportunity when commodity prices come up by substantial 
percentages for people marketing those products to take 
advantage and maybe try to experiment with a little higher 
prices in those markets. I think that has happened to some 
degree. Obviously, over the longer run those things get bled 
out o f  the market.
The largest increases in food prices over the past year have 
been in fats and oils, eggs, dairy products, and beef and 
veal, which increased by 10 percent or more. Products 
made from our wheat and other grains (cereals and bakery 
products) increased by 6.2 percent. When assessing food 
price inflation, there are many other factors than prices at 
the farm gate, or when the product leaves the farm. When 
assessing food price inflation, about 19 percent o f  cost o f 
a product is at the farm gate, while 81 percent o f  cost o f  a 
product is in processing and marketing.
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Manufacturing
Todd Morgan
Q: The recession o f  2007-2009 and subsequent 
weak econom ic conditions have led to declines in 
manufacturing;. What are the m ost important issues in 
M ontana’s manufacturing industry?
A: When we surveyed Montana’s manufacturers this year, 
their most important issues were health insurance costs and 
workers’ compensation rates. Increasing energy costs were 
also a concern for 58 percent o f  the manufacturers surveyed 
(about 120 manufacturers). Many o f the manufacturers were 
worried about losing skilled workers to energy jobs in eastern 
Montana or North Dakota. There were a couple good news 
items. Only about a quarter o f Montana manufacturers 
reported decreasing employment at their facilities. Another 
very bright spot was that 90 percent o f manufacturers said 
they did not reduce their capacity. Likewise, very few o f them 
had curtailed production. To kind o f temper that though, only 
about half said they made a major capital expenditure in 2011, 
and half expect to make a major capital expenditure in 2012, 
which says that they are not really looking for things to change 
much in the near future.
Q: What sectors in manufacturing should we be 
optim istic about?
A: Certainly chemicals, petroleum, and coal products are 
doing pretty well. In terms o f employment, that sector 
has grown, and worker earnings have increased about 21 
percent. In terms o f  income to workers, the food and 
beverage sector has also increased, about 5 percent from 
2009 to 2011. Another area that is doing well is machinery, 
computers, and electronics — the high-tech sector. A lot o f  
that growth has been spurred by the defense arena. There are 
a lot o f  manufacturers in Montana that make products that 
go  into weapons systems, or in aircrafts, or on ships. Those 
items are still in demand, but with budget cuts in the federal 
government, even the military is going to see some cutting.
I think the more directly related a manufacturing product 
is to a soldier, a sailor, or a Marine, the better. If it is a new 
aircraft or armored vehicle that may not see much near- 
term use, there may not be a whole lot o f  excitement about
developing something like that. These kinds o f  things are a 
little more risky for manufacturers now.
Q: What is the weakest sector in manufacturing?
A: Certainly, wood products — and I hate saying this being a 
forester — is among the weakest in Montana’s manufacturing. 
Seventy-three percent o f  wood products manufacturers said 
they did not make a major capital expenditure in 2011, so they 
are really not looking for things to turn upbeat anytime soon. 
On the bright side, 80 percent said they didn’t eliminate any 
capacity. They haven’t folded up shop completely, but there 
are a declining number o f  mills in this state.
Forest Products
Todd Morgan
Q: In the last few years, many mills have closed and 
many o f the ones that are open are just operating on 
survival mode. What lies ahead for M ontana’s forests if 
the mills don’t survive?
A: I think our forests are going to become increasingly 
expensive to manage for all types o f  landowners as milling 
infrastructure declines. Look at states like Colorado and 
Arizona where forest products industries had very major 
collapses in the 1990s. They are now facing critical issues 
in their forest management because they don’t have the 
infrastructure to deal with the issues o f  the land — insects, 
disease, fuel for wildfires — and they don’t have the mills to 
convert harvested timber into saleable products. This situation 
is exacerbated in the interior West states because we have high 
portions o f forest land in these states owned by the federal 
government. There are different processes that the federal 
government, the U.S. Forest Service, and the Bureau o f  Land 
Management have to g o  through to do treatments on the 
land. It is a lot different than what a private landowner has to 
experience. Even so, the federal government’s management, 
or lack o f  management, has impacts beyond the acres they 
actually manage. Agency land management decisions impact 
private landowners and businesses too. Insects, disease, and 
wildfires don’t stop at ownership boundaries. Likewise, mills 
and loggers depend on all types o f  landowners to supply 
timber. So, a major land owner like the U.S. Forest Service can
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significantly impact private landowners, mills, and loggers by 
changing the level o f  harvest on just its fraction o f the land.
Q: What is the best option for providing for the state’s 
forest health?
A: The best option we have is to maintain existing milling  and 
logging capacity and keep all the existing pieces. Without the 
key pieces o f  logging and milling infrastructure, private and 
public landowners’ options and abilities for managing the land 
are quite limited — even when markets do recover. There is a
lot o f  controversy surrounding federal lands. To some extent 
there is not much that we can do in Montana to make things 
change, other than to petition to federal government and the 
Legislature to make some land management law changes. That 
is a big issue. Congress is a slow ship to turn around. Through 
DNRC, the state o f Montana actively manages state forest 
lands, and I think they see a role for themselves as helping 
to maintain existing capacity in this state, both logging and 
milling capacity during this downturn in the market. □
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Montana Economic Outlook
Recovery Still Stuck in the Starting Gate
by Patrick M. Barkey
I n the Information Age, it is impossible to avoid learning o f  every surprise and disappointment in the national economy. 
Yet if we could somehow forget about the 
episodes o f  turbulence in stock markets, the 
downgrades in both national forecasts and 
government debt, and the fall in consumer 
and business confidence expressed in national 
surveys, we might feel much better about the 
economy around us. In fact, there are positive 
signals in the Montana economy.
Perhaps the most heartening has been 
the improvement in state tax revenues. After 
experiencing the deepest two-year decline in 
revenue in postwar history, Montana general 
fund revenues enjoyed growth o f  just over 
10 percent in fiscal year 2011. These were led
by increased collections for both the personal 
and corporate income taxes. There also was an 
encouraging uptick in payroll employment.
While the 2011 data show some gains, 
statewide growth in real nonfarm earnings has 
fallen considerably short o f  the 2.6 percent 
increase we foresaw happening a year ago 
(Figure 1). As judged by this comprehensive 
measure, the Montana economic recovery thus 
far remains stuck in the starting gate — actually 
slowing down from the 1.5 percent growth rate 
o f  2010 to register a disappointing 0.7 percent 
growth in inflation-corrected nonfarm earnings.
There are at least three factors that led to 
this less than expected rate o f  overall growth:
Inflation. After being largely dormant 
since 2008, spikes in food and energy prices
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Montana Profile
Total Population, 2010 989,415
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 9.7%
Median Age, 2010 39.8
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 14.8%
Percent of Population with Bachelor’s Degree or Higher, 2010 28.2%
Median Household Income, 2010 $43,335
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 17%
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 6.9%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
propelled prices ahead at a much faster than anticipated rate 
in 2011. If price growth had been as originally forecasted, 
actual growth in 2011 would have been almost a percentage 
point higher.
Weak Individual Sector Performances. Several 
sectors o f  the state economy performed much more 
weakly than we anticipated in 2011. There were larger than 
anticipated declines in earnings o f  federal government 
workers due to the wind down o f  the Census and the 
less active fire season. Health 
care earnings growth also has 
been much more sluggish than 
expected, as health providers deal 
with higher regulatory compliance 
costs and lower demand for 
elective procedures.
U.S. E con om ic Growth. 
Growth in the national economy 
was revised down sharply for the 
first half o f  the year, with overall 
economic growth just fractionally 
above zero. Although job growth 
has continued, discretionary 
consumer spending remains weak, 
and with it, the prospects for 
spending by nonresident visitors 
to Montana remain cloudy as well.
The exceptions to these developments have been 
agriculture and, especially, natural resources and energy. 
Because o f oil-related fabrication, repair, engineering, and 
other development activity, rural eastern Montana’s growth 
has been much stronger than elsewhere in the state. And
Figure 1
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Montana, 2002-2011
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Table 1
Population, Montana and Regions, 1990-2010




Montana 800 902 989 12.9% 9.7%
West 287 329 367 14.6% 11.6%
Missoula 79 96 109 218% 14.1%
Flathead 60 74 91 25.8% 22.2%
Silver Bow 34 35 34 2.0% -12%
Ravalli 25 36 40 44.2% 115%
Rest of West 89 88 93 -11% 5.7%
North Central 229 259 266 13.1% 2.7%
Cascade 78 80 81 3.4% 12%
Lewis & Clark 48 56 63 17.3% 13.8%
Hill 18 17 16 -5.6% -3.5%
Fergus 12 12 12 0.0% 0.0%
Rest of North 
Central
73 94 94 28.8% 0.0%
Southeast 284 314 356 10.6% 13.4%
Yellowstone 114 129 148 14.0% 14.4%
Gallatin 51 68 90 34.4% 32.0%
Richland 11 10 10 -9.8% 0.0%
Custer 12 12 12 0.0% 0.0%
Rest of Southeast 96 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.
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Figure 2
Earnings in Basic Industries, Montana, 2009-2011  
(Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Figure 3
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Montana, 2008 -2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
reasonably strong prices for wheat and calves have helped 
farmers and ranchers realize another good  season for their 
gross receipts.
In preparing this outlook, we have attempted to strike 
a balance between the recent performance o f the state 
economy, which outside o f  housing has been reasonably 
good, and the climate for future growth, which has become 
increasingly cloudy. While as o f  this writing the U.S. 
economic expansion looks a bit more secure, the prospects 
for Asia and especially Europe have worsened considerably. 
A recession in Europe appears more and more certain, with 
the only question being how severe and whether it will be 
accompanied by a banking crisis.
In this environment, especially with housing and 
construction still ailing, the prospects o f  a swift return 
to faster growth are small. Our baseline forecast calls for 
growth o f between 2.0 percent and 2.5 percent in nonfarm 
earnings over the next four years, substantially less than the 
growth that prevailed before the recession. This outlook 
assumes that:
• The U.S. economy will avoid recession but continue to 
operate well below its potential for at least the next two 
years, as spending and savings adjustments in the wake 
o f  the 2009 financial crisis continue to be worked out;
• The housing price declines end in 2012, with a modest 
recovery in construction under way by 2013;
• Global prices for commodities, energy, and food will 
remain high by historical standards;
• Spending growth will remain severely restrained by 
revenue shortfalls due to the recession, especially at the 
state and local levels; and
• Energy and natural resource developments will tilt faster 
growth toward the eastern part o f  the state.
The main risk to the forecast 
is o f  a new global recession 
that causes prices o f  energy and 
natural resource commodities 
to fall sharply, as occurred 
in 2008-09. Such an event is 
possible, especially if political 
leaders in Europe allow problems 
there to snowball to produce an 
unmanageable situation. On the 
other side, if construction comes 
back more quickly than predicted, 
or business and consumer 
confidence bounces back sharply, 
our forecast o f  near-term growth could be too low.Q
Patrick M . Barkey is the director o f The University o f M ontana 
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Butte-Anaconda
Serving the World’s Economy
by P au l E . P ol^ in
The Great Recession was relatively mild for the Butte- area economy. The modest 2008-09 decline includes smaller bonuses at Montana Resources — an open pit 
copper and molybdenum mine in Butte — due to temporary 
softness in copper prices as well as some employment 
declines and cutbacks in other industries.
The mining and manufacturing industries in the Butte- 
area economy are closely tied to the global economy and are 
strongly influenced by international trends. The rapid growth 
in developing countries during the mid-2000s caused rising 
commodity and metal prices — including copper. This led to 
sizable increases in Montana Resources’ employment and 
the return o f mining as a major component o f the Butte- 
Anaconda area economic base. This company now employs 
approximately 350 workers. Overall, the mining industry 
(which includes other companies) accounts for about 22 
percent o f the economic base in Butte-Anaconda.
Another company. Renewable Energy Corporation 
(known as REC Silicon), has positively influenced Butte’s 
economy. The manufacturing plant near Butte was formerly 
known as Advanced Silicon Materials before REC Silicon 
-  a Norwegian company — bought it in the last decade.
The continued operation and stability o f this facility, which 
specializes in renewable energy and has facilities worldwide, 
provides a good example o f benefits o f  an ownership 
change. REC Silicon announced in late 2011 that it would 
close several o f  its older European plants but that the 
U.S. facilities would be unaffected. All o f  the Butte-area 
manufacturing facilities together account for about 10 
percent o f the local economic base.
The mild local recession impacts also can be attributed to 
other noncyclic components o f the economic base. These 
include the federal government (10 percent), Montana 
Tech and other state government (15 percent), and the 
headquarters o f  Northwestern Energy (14 percent).
The Butte-area economy is projected to grow about 1.7 
percent per year from 2012 to 2015. This projected growth 
rate is slighdy less than the 2.4 percent statewide average and 
down almost a full percentage point from the pre-recession 
figures for the Butte-area economy. The major uncertainties 
concern worldwide economic trends and their influence on 
commodity prices. Q
Paul E. Pol^in is director emeritus o f The University o f Montana 
bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research.
Total Population, 2010 34,200
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 -1.2%
Median Age, 2010 41.3
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 16.4%
Percent of Population with Bachelor's Degree or Higher, 2010 22.2%
Median Household Income, 2010 $38,440
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 12.8%
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 7.1%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, Butte-Anaconda, 
2009-2011  (Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Butte-Anaconda, 2008-2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
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Cascade County
Malmstrom is a Two-Edged Sword
by P au l E . P o l^ in
T he Cascade County economy has largely escaped the effects o f the Great Recession due to its dependence on noncyclical Malmstrom Air Force Base (AFB) and the health care industry. 
The short-term benefits o f  relying on the military should be balanced 
against the longer term risks o f significant cutbacks on the base 
resulting from federal budget concerns and possible changes in defense 
priorities.
The Great Falls-area economy was one o f two urban areas in 
Montana that did not experience declines sometime during the recent 
recession. Home construction did sputter to a snail’s pace, and some 
retail sectors were affected, but the impacts were nowhere near those 
felt in other parts o f  the state.
Military personnel and civilian contractors account for 
approximately 46 percent o f basic industry earnings in Cascade 
County. This figure probably slighdy overestimates the importance 
o f Malmstrom AFB for two reasons. First o f  all, this figure includes 
the Montana Air National Guard, which is located at the Great Falls 
International Airport Secondly, military establishments usually have 
smaller impacts on the local economy (i.e. have smaller multipliers) 
because servicemen do some shopping at the base exchange rather 
than at nearby stores. Nevertheless, the base continues to be the largest 
single component o f the economic base in Cascade County.
The next Base Realignment and Closing (BRAC) round is not 
scheduled until 2015. But the current emphasis on major spending cuts 
means there is the potential for significant reductions in all components 
o f the federal government.
Great Falls is the major regional health care center serving central 
and northern Montana. Nonresidents receiving treatment at local 
facilities accounted for about 11 percent o f the economic base. The 
medical service area includes Blaine, Chouteau, Fergus, Glacier, Hill, 
Liberty, Phillips, Pondera, Teton, and Toole counties. During the 
recession years o f 2008 and 2009, total employment in health care 
grew 6 percent and 4 percent, respectively. A recent study conducted 
for Benefis, the major health care provider in Great Falls, concluded 
that in addition to its 2,700 jobs, there were an additional 2,100 jobs 
elsewhere in the local economy indirectly attributable to health care.
Other Great Falls merchants serve customers in surrounding rural 
areas. This is especially true for businesses in retail, wholesale, and farm 
implement sales industries. The relatively prosperous conditions on 
farms and ranches and other areas in north-central Montana are quickly 
transferred to the Great Falls-area economy.
The Great Falls-area economy is projected to grow about 2 percent 
per year from 2012 to 2015. This is approximately the same average 
growth rate as before the recession. Q
Total Population, 2010 81,327
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 1.2%
Median Age, 2010 38.9
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 15.6%
Percent of Population with Bachelor’s Degree or Higher, 2010 23.9%
Median Household Income, 2010 $41,828
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 14.8%
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 6.0%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and 
Analysis Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, Cascade County, 
2009-2011  (Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  
Montana; Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Pau l E. P olsfn  is director emeritus o f The University o f M ontana Bureau o f 
Business and Econom ic Research.
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  
Montana; Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
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Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Cascade County, 2008 -2015
Fergus County
Lewistown Area Did Not Escape Recession
by P au l E . P ol^ in
Fergus County did not entirely miss the GreatRecession, but fortuitous growth in several basic industries helped to cushion the blow. As shown 
in Figure 2, economic growth in the Lewistown economy 
was essentially zero during 2008, 2009, and 2011. But this 
string o f  mediocre numbers was interrupted by the 2.5 
percent growth in 2010.
This was the first year o f  the farm and ranch recovery 
with favorable trends in agriculture as well as related 
businesses (such as equipment dealers). Unfortunately, 
as is the case with percent change calculations, simply 
maintaining the new higher 
levels o f  activity yields lower 
percent change figures. 
Construction was the hardest hit 
industry, declining by almost 30 
percent between 2007 and 2010.
For a small and rural Montana 
county, manufacturing is large 
and diverse and accounts for 
more than 20 percent o f  the 
economic base. In fact, until the 
recent farm and ranch recovery, 
manufacturing was the largest 
component o f  the Fergus County economic base. The 
largest manufacturing firms include fabricated metal 
manufacturing, a commercial refrigeration manufacturer, 
and a firm producing plastic and rubber products. 
Although individual firms have had their ups and 
downs, manufacturing has contributed to stability in the 
Lewistown area economy.
Lewistown serves as a regional government center 
for central Montana. Taken together, state and federal 
government accounts for about 32 percent o f the 
economic base. These government workers also 
contribute stability to the local economy.
Growth is projected to accelerate slightly in 2012 and 
2013 as the recession impacts gradually fade. Over the 
longer run, the Fergus County economy should increase 
about 3 percent per year. □
Until the recent 
farm and ranch 
recovery, 
manufacturing 
was the largest 
component 
of the Fergus 
County economic 
base.
Paul E. Pol^in is director emeritus o f The University o f Montana 
bureau o f business and Econom ic Research.
Total Population, 2010 11,586
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 -2.6%
Median Age, 2010 47.8
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 21.50%
Percent of Population with Bachelor’s Degree or Higher, 2010 23%
Median Household Income, 2010 $37,607
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 NA
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 6.5%
Sources: American Community Survey, US. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, Fergus County, 
2009-2011 (Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Fergus County, 2008-2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
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Flathead County
The Economic Rebound: Three Business Perspectives
by G regg D av is
Probably most would now agree that the peakemployment experienced in Flathead County during 2007 was the result o f  too much boon in the boon 
phase o f  economic expansion. But regardless, over the past 
three years private employment declines, some significant, 
were experienced in every major sector except two: health 
care and the management o f companies and enterprises. 
From 2007 to 2010, more than 5,270 private jobs were lost, 
with only 416 gained. Most employment losses were in 
manufacturing and construction, with wage losses totaling 
$104 million. Five sectors — utilities, professional and 
technical services, management o f companies, health care 
and social assistance, and other industries — added more 
than $51 million in wage income back into the economy. For 
a slowdown so broadly spread in the economy, how have 
businesses responded?
Commercial Banking
Commercial banking hasn’t been hit as hard as other 
Flathead industries when it comes to employment (down 
10 percent), but Glacier Bank in Kalispell first noticed 
storm clouds forming in September 2008. As all businesses 
do during economic downturns, Glacier Bank deployed 
resources to build loan reserves and cut costs through 
attrition, primarily by focusing on three strategic areas: 
core competencies, capital preservation and building, and 
intensified internal communication among its branch offices. 
Despite the tough times in the Flathead Valley, Glacier Bank 
has more optimism this year than in the past two years. 
Cautious investors are returning to look for reduced-price 
assets with favorable yields, and among them is the Canadian 
investor.
Construction
Construction took a hard hit over the past three years, 
with employment declines o f 44 percent from its 2007 peak. 
Located between Kalispell and Whitefish is Silverbrook 
Estates, a 325-acre subdivision in phase one o f two phases 
o f  development. To cope with the slow economy, the 
development is holding on to inventory, including 236 
building-ready sites out o f the original 284. Some life is 
evident because o f Canadian interest in vacation properties 
and out-of-state retirees looking for lifestyle changes. 
Potential buyers now have the opportunity to lease before
Silverbrook Estates (top left), Glacier Bank (top right), and Northwest Healthcare.
Flathead County Profile
Total Population, 2010 90,928
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 22.1%
Median Age, 2010 41.2
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 14.4%
Percent of Population with Bachelor’s Degree or Higher, 2010 27.6%
Median Household Income, 2010 $43,585
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 19.4%
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 10.7%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, Flathead County, 
2009-2011  (Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
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Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in 
Nonfarm Earnings, Flathead County, 
2008-2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, 
The University o f  Montana; Bureau o f  Economic 
Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Kalispell Regional Medical Center.
purchasing a home. Entry-level home prices have been reduced 
to $249,950 in hopes o f attracting middle-income families. In 
addition, advertising has been scaled back, instead relying on 
location and drive-by traffic on Highway 93. The development 
also hosts various functions on site to increase exposure. 
Silverbrook is hopeful the real estate market is near its bottom 
and that homebuyers will return this spring. One wild card, 
however, still looms. The uncertainty surrounding the political 
wrangling in Washington, D.C., could keep buyers away until 
people feel confident once again about their future.
Health Care
Personal health care spending in Flathead County this year 
is almost $670 million and will increase to more than $760 
million by 2014. The health care sector is one o f only two 
sectors to add jobs to the economy in the three years since the 
county’s peak employment in 2007. While other sectors in the 
economy have lost more than 5,000 jobs, health care has added 
more than 400 jobs, comprising a remarkable 99 percent o f the 
total jobs added economy-wide, and nearly 85 percent o f the 
wages added to the economy since 2007. But even health care 
is seeing the effects o f the recession. Charity care at Northwest 
Healthcare in Kalispell is averaging $1 million per month, 
most likely a reflection o f the jobless rate in the Flathead and 
health insurance extensions provided through the Consolidated 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) running 
out. But the crane positioned over Northwest Healthcare is 
building for the future, adding $40 million to the economy 
for new operating rooms, surgeons offices, and an unfinished
third floor for future expansion. Another $2 million is being 
spent for a new catheterization lab, electrophysiology suites, 
and special procedures room, and 
still another $14 million for an 
emergency room expansion and 
remodel. The third floor o f the 
facility will sit idle for now, but will 
be ready to accommodate future 
demands as the population o f the 
valley not only grows, but also 
grows older.
Kalispell is evolving into a 
regional trade and service center.
Residents are now less inclined to 
travel elsewhere for their health 
care, retail, and financial services 
needs. Because the recession hit 
the Flathead economy more so 
than other urban areas in the state, 
returning to pre-recession levels o f 
labor earnings and employment may prove more challenging 
in the Flathead. But once the uncertainties surrounding budget 
policy are worked out in Washington, D.C., residents and 
visitors may feel more secure about their futures and return to 
pre-recession levels o f spending and investment. □
Gregg D avis is the health care director o f The University o f Montana 
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Gallatin County
Recovery has Started
by P au l E . P o ly in
T he Great Recession hit the Gallatin County economy hard, but none o f  the basic industries were permanently scarred. The 
recession impacts were concentrated in the home 
building, construction, and nonresident travel 
industries.
The Gallatin County construction industry 
bore much o f  the brunt o f  the recession. Overall 
construction activity declined by roughly 37 percent 
during the 2007 to 2009 period, and the median price 
o f  homes in Gallatin County decreased by 32 percent. 
Single family housing starts dropped from a peak o f 
1,269 in 2004 to 337 in 2010, a decrease o f  73 percent. 
Nonresident travel accounts for about 11 percent
o f  Gallatin County’s econom ic base and includes the 
firms serving tourists and recreationists in Big Sky, 
West Yellowstone, and the Bozeman area. Spending by 
nonresidents declined significantly during both 2008 
and 2009, in the midst o f  the Great Recession, and 
then recovered slighdy during 2010 and 2011, but has 
not regained its pre-recession levels.
Montana State University-Bozeman and other 
state offices are the largest component o f  the local 
econom ic base, representing about 31 percent o f  
the labor income earned in basic industries. On one 
hand, these state government jobs are noncyclical and 
provide an econom ic buffer during downturns in the 
business cycle. On the other hand, state employees
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Gallatin County Profileare now in the third year o f  a scheduled four-year 
wage freeze, and this sector contributes little to local 
economic growth.
Gallatin County is the state’s center for high tech. 
These companies include manufactures such as Lattice 
Materials and Wavelength and software producers such 
as RightNow Technologies. Manufacturing, which also 
includes non-high-tech companies, accounts for about 
18 percent o f  the econom ic base. Selected services, 
such as software production, represent about 17 
percent. The sale o f  RightNow Technologies to Oracle 
(a multinational computer technology corporation) has 
recently been announced, and some concerns about 
the future o f  the com pany’s Montana operations have 
been expressed. But there are recent examples o f  sales 
that have benefited Montana-based companies such as 
the purchase o f  Kalispell-based Semitool by Applied 
Materials, another multinational corporation in Silicon 
Valley.
The Bozeman area is evolving into a regional trade 
center. More and more retail trade customers from 
nearby rural areas are now shopping in Bozeman stores
rather than traveling to 
Billings. Health care has 
also expanded significantly, 
but has not yet reached 
“export” status where the 
inflows o f  patients exceed 
those going to Billings or 
elsewhere for treatment.
After two consecutive 
years o f  declines in 2008 
and 2009, the Gallatin 
County economy posted a 
slight increase in 2010 and 
a modest acceleration in 
2011. The forecasts are for 
approximately 3.2 percent 
growth from 2012 to 2015. 
These increases are down 
sharply from the roughly 6 percent annual increases 
from 2001 to 2007. Even though future growth will 
be more moderate than before the recession, Gallatin 
County is projected to be among the fastest-growing 
urban areas in Montana.
Gallatin County is 
the state’s center 
for high te c h .... The 
sale of RightNow 
Technologies to 
Oracle has recently 
been announced, 
and some concerns 
about the future 




Paul E. Pol^in is director emeritus o f The University o f Montana 
Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research.
Total Population, 2010 89,513
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 32%
Median Age, 2010 32.5
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 9.5%
Percent of Population with Bachelor’s Degree or Higher, 2010 44.4%
Median Household Income, 2010 $50,239
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 13.7%
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 5.8%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, Gallatin County, 
2009-2011 (Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Gallatin County, 2008-2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
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Hill County
Growth to Accelerate as Recession Effects Fade
by P au l E . P ol^ in
T he Hill County economy declined only for one year (2009) during the Great Recession. But the 2008 and 2011 increases were close to zero. The robust 4.5 
percent growth during the midst o f  the recession in 2010 
was due to the recovery in agriculture and related businesses 
(such as farm implements). Hill County was one o f  the very 
few areas in the state that did not experience a decline in 
construction activity during the recession.
Railroads have traditionally been the largest components 
o f Hill County’s economic base. But the recent record crops 
and strong prices for farm and ranch projects have boosted 
the importance o f  agriculture and related activities in the 
Havre area economy. Between 2009 and 2011, railroads 
and agriculture (including closely linked businesses) both 
accounted for about 28 percent o f  the economic base in Hill 
County. State government accounts for about 13 percent o f 
the economic base and includes 
MSU-Northern and regional 
headquarters for several state 
agencies. Federal workers represent 
about 12 percent o f the economic 
base and include Homeland 
Security employees (U.S. Border 
Patrol), whose number increased 
significantly after the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacks about 10 years ago. 
Energy has always been an important economic driver 
in north central Montana. Even though the Bakken Field 
in eastern Montana and North Dakota receives the most 
attention, the Hill County area is Montana’s major producer 
o f  natural gas and the second largest source o f  crude oil. 
Earnings in oil and gas exploration and extraction account 
for about 9 percent o f total basic earnings in Hill County. In 
2011, there were 4,637 gas wells producing approximately 
37,328,803 MCF o f  natural gas, about 62.7 percent o f  the 
Montana total. Production and exploration has been declining 
during the recession, but the trend is starting to reverse.
Growth is projected to accelerate slightly in 2012 and 
2013 as the recession effects gradually fade and the energy 
and transportation sectors grow. Over the longer run, the 






in north central 
Montana.
Paul E. Polsfn is director emeritus o f The University o f M ontana 
Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research.
Hill County Profile
Total Population, 2010 16,096
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 -3.5%
Median Age, 2010 35.1
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 12.70%
Percent of Population with Bachelor's Degree or Higher, 2010 20.40%
Median Household Income, 2010 $43,606
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 NA
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 5.8%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, Hill County,
2009 -2011  (Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings,
Hill County, 2008 -2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
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Lewis and Clark County
A Distinctly Different Recession Experience
by Patrick M . Barkey
A s its moniker suggests, the recent GreatRecession has been different than previous downturns. But in at least one respect it has 
been exactly the same — its effects on Lewis and Clark 
County have been much more muted than elsewhere in 
the state. With almost two-thirds o f  its economic base 
accounted for by state and federal government, H elena’s 
economy has always been much less responsive to swings 
in the private sector economy than the state as a whole. 
And while Helena’s relatively robust performance has 
helped businesses and workers survive in better shape 
than elsewhere, its oudook is clouded by the forces 
that are expected to reduce public sector growth in the 
coming years.
The recession’s impacts are visible in Lewis and 
Clark County, but as a slowdown instead o f  a reversal 
in growth. And the closer one 
moves to the present time, the 
more pronounced the slowdown 
appears. From the recession’s 
onset until the statewide low 
point at the end o f  2009, 
Helena-area inflation-corrected 
wages and salaries managed to 
grow by 3.7 percent, the highest 
in the state. Despite this growth, 
the recession remained apparent 
from declines in construction, 
retail, and goods distribution industries.
Since that point in time, however, real earnings 
growth has been practically zero. Government wages and 
salaries barely registered any growth, and were it not for 
a large increase in wages paid by temporary help supply 
firms, the declines since the end o f  2009 in retail, local 
public schools, and health care would have produced an 
actual decline.
Two years into a state pay freeze and recession- 
induced pressures on state spending, the performance o f  
the Helena-area economy has been better than expected. 
Our baseline forecast calls for renewed growth in 2012 
and beyond at just below the state average. □
The recession’s 
impacts are 
visible in Lewis 
and Clark 
County, but as 
a slowdown 
instead of a 
reversal in 
growth.
Patrick M. Barkey is the director o f The University o f Montana 
Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research.
Total Population, 2010 63,395
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 13.8%
Median Age, 2010 40.9
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 13.8%
Percent of Population with Bachelor's Degree or Higher, 2010 35.6%
Median Household Income, 2010 $51,581
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 11.6%
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 5.4%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, Lewis and Clark County, 
2009-2011 (Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Lewis and Clark County, 2008-2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
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Missoula County
Still Waiting For Growth to Arrive
by P atrick  M . Barkey
Missoula County Profile
Total Population, 2010 109,299
Percent Change In Population, 2000-2010 14.1%
Median Age, 2010 34.3
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 11.4%
Percent of Population with Bachelor's Degree or Higher, 2010 39.0%
Median Household Income, 2010 $42,399
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 16.3%
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 6.9%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
T he postponement o f the return o f strongergrowth to Montana’s economy was felt acutely in Missoula. Continued declines in construction and 
manufacturing, as well as a recent retraction in government, 
caused the Missoula economy to experience a decline in 
inflation-corrected nonfarm earnings in 2011 — after declining 
in each o f  the three previous years as well. As a regional hub 
for a wide range o f  retail, professional, and services activities, 
the sluggishness reflects the continued weak demand among 
both consumers and businesses in the western part o f  the 
state.
We expect to see growth return in 2012, as construction 
declines are finally halted and a firmer recovery in tourist and 
trade center-related spending takes hold. Short-term growth 
prospects are a bit better for professional services and the 
transportation sectors and a bit worse for government and
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Figure 1 
Enrollment,
The University of Montana -  Missoula 
and the College of Technology
Source: Office o f  the Commissioner o f  Higher Educa­
tion.
Figure 2
Earnings in Basic Industries, 
Missoula County, 2009-2011 
(Percent of Total)
Figure 3
Actual and Projected Change 
in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Missoula County, 2008-2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, 
The University o f  Montana; Bureau o f  Econom ic Analy­
sis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Economic Research, The 
University o f  Montana; Bureau o f  Economic Analysis, U.S. 
Department o f  Commerce.
real estate. Even by 2014, construction activity will be quite 
restrained by pre-recession standards, but its modest growth 
will help area banks, equipment dealers, and building supply 
businesses show signs o f life.
Missoula’s Recession Experience
The Missoula economy experienced a longer recession 
than most other parts o f  the state. Its decline began in 2007, 
before the national recession was declared, with the closure 
o f the Stimson mill in Bonner. Enrollment growth at The 
University o f Montana, continued growth in health care 
payrolls, and a major reclamation project at the Milltown 
Dam offset at least part o f  the losses from deep declines 
in home construction, retail, and the closure o f  the Smurfit 
Stone pulp mill in the beginning o f  2010. Yet the net result 
was a 3.9 percent contraction in inflation-corrected wages 
and salaries between 2007 and 2010.
Recovery from the recession low point in the spring 
of 2009 has been mixed. Recovery in rail and truck 
transportation has been interrupted by the closure o f 
Smurfit Stone but appears to have returned to levels 
predating that event. Industries serving out-of-state visitors 
suffered significant declines, but have swung to register 
modest growth since late 2010. On the other hand, health 
care’s trajectory has slowed significantly, and the expansion 
in government earnings due to both the Census and the 
stimulus has swung toward modest contraction.
Standing alone from these trends has been the growth at
The University o f Montana, the largest part o f  M issoula’s 
economic base. Steady increases in research activities and a 
recession-related enrollment increase o f  nearly 15 percent 
have provided steady, if unspectacular, growth in its total 
payroll. It stands virtually alone 
among M issoula’s major employers 
in displaying accelerating growth in 
2011.
The Outlook
The short-term prospects for 
Missoula hinge on improvement in 
the climate for consumer spending 
and an end to the housing price 
and construction slump. Our 
baseline forecast calls for the 
resumption in growth in 2012, as 
currently declining sectors such 
as construction and retail swing 
to at least modest growth. Overall growth in the Missoula 
economy will continue to slightly undershoot the state 
average, as natural resource-led growth propels other parts 
o f  the state faster and Missoula continues to experience 
the gradual erosion o f  its trade center role to other 
communities. Q
Patrick M. Barkey is the director o f The University o f Montana 
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Ravalli County
Waiting for Recovery
by Jam es T. Sylvester
Ravalli County continues to experience the hardtimes o f  the current recession, which is evident in the depressed real estate market. While residential 
real estate sales are about the same in 2011 as in 2009 and 
2010, prices continue to decline. The median price for 
recent residential sales is about 12 percent lower than 2010.
The weak real estate market is affecting Ravalli County 
household mobility. The latest American Community 
Survey data show that 11 percent o f Ravalli County 
households live in a different house compared to one 
year ago. In 2007 when markets were stronger, 20 percent 
o f households changed homes. Net migration between 
Missoula County and Ravalli County is essentially zero, 
reversing a trend from the last decade when people moved 
from Missoula to Ravalli because o f  lower housing costs. 
High gasoline prices and a sluggish housing market have 
significantly affected migration patterns.
Housing construction, 
a mainstay o f  the Ravalli 
economy, continues to lag, 
with employment levels about 
half what they were in 2007.
A return to 2007 levels is not 
seen in the foreseeable future. 
Construction on Highway 93 
is nearly complete, so future 
highway construction will decline 
substantially in the next year.
Recovery in the wood products 
industry, primarily log home 
manufacturing, depends on a recovery in the national 
housing market. Wood supply remains a concern, but poor 
markets for building materials dominate the decline.
The bright spot in the Ravalli economy is the growth in 
professional services led by Glaxo-Smith-Kline, a major 
pharmaceutical company, and the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control’s Rocky Mountain Lab. Both facilities employ 
medical researchers who earn average annual wages that are 
more than double the county average o f  $23,000 per year.
Ravalli County’s nonfarm earnings should increase about 
2 percent per year through 2015 if the national housing 
market rebounds, reversing four years o f  decline. G
James T. Sylvester is director o f survey operations o f The University o f 
M ontana Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research.
Total Population, 2010 40,212
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 11.5%
Median Age, 2010 46
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 19.2%
Percent of Population with Bachelor’s Degree or Higher, 2010 23.9%
Median Household Income, 2010 $39,931
Percent of Population without Health Insurance Coverage, 2010 18.9%
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 9.6%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau; Research and Analysis 
Bureau, Montana Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, Ravalli County,
2009 -2011  (Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in Nonfarm Earnings, 
Ravalli County, 2008 -2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, The University o f  Montana; 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Housing 
construction, a 
mainstay of the 
Ravalli economy, 
continues to lag, 
with employment 
levels about half 
what they were in 
2007.
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Yellowstone County
Economy Improves Moving East
by Patrick M . Barkey
The Billings-area economy saw respectable growth in 2011 led by growth in its traditional base as a services and distribution hub, as well as by a one­
time surge in activities associated with the cleanup o f  the 
Yellowstone River from the Exxon-Mobil pipeline rupture. 
Yellowstone County’s growth prospects look bright 
relative to other parts o f  the state in light o f  the oil boom 
unfolding just across the North Dakota border. Should that 
boom shift more into the Montana side, then our forecast 
o f growth for Yellowstone County in the coming years 
could prove to be too low. But despite energy’s promise, 
the uncertain situation for commercial and residential real 
estate and signs o f weakness in consumer spending make 
the forecast more restrained.
With few exceptions, the Great Recession impacted 
every part o f  Yellowstone County’s economic base. The 
collapse in commodity prices in 2009, the sharp contraction 
in the trade, transportation, and distribution o f  goods, 
and the housing price bust contributed to a loss o f  more 
than $80 million in inflation-corrected wages and salaries 
paid, a 3.1 percent decline. The wage decline was most 
severe for construction, followed by wholesale trade and
transportation and warehousing. The overall decline would 
have been much more severe had it not been for a $35 
million expansion in health care services earnings that 
occurred at the same time.
The evidence suggests that the trough o f the recession 
for Yellowstone County occurred during the last three 
months o f  2009.
It is heartening to note that most o f the major industries 
in the Billings area that contributed most to the overall 
decline during the recession have halted their skid. 
Wholesale trade earnings growth has wiped out almost a 
third o f  the recession-induced decline, while transportation 
and warehousing has eradicated 70 percent o f earnings 
losses since the end o f 2009. Support activities for the oil 
and gas industry have grown enormously since the trough 
o f the recession, posting a 47 percent gain since that time. 
The data do not yet fully capture the impact o f the cleanup 
activities following the Yellowstone River oil spill, which 
gave a one-time boost to area contractors, equipment rental 
companies, and the accommodations industry.
O f  Montana’s larger cities, Billings is uniquely situated, 
both geographically and economically, to benefit from
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1 Yellowstone County Profile
Total Population, 2010 147,972
Percent Change in Population, 2000-2010 14.4%
Median Age, 2010 38.3
Percent 65 or Older, 2010 14.1%
Percent of Population with Bachelor’s 
Degree or Higher, 2010 29.4%
Median Household Income, 2010 $47,980
Percent of Population without Health 
Insurance Coverage, 2010 14.9
Unemployment Rate, February 2012 4.8%
Sources: American Community Survey, U.S. Census 
Bureau; Research and Analysis Bureau, Montana 
Department o f  Labor and Industry.
Figure 1
Earnings in Basic Industries, 
Yellowstone County, 2009 -2011  
(Percent of Total)
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic 
Research, The University o f  Montana; Bureau o f  
Econom ic Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
Figure 2
Actual and Projected Change in 
Nonfarm Earnings,
Yellowstone County, 2008 -2015
Sources: Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research, 
The University o f  Montana; Bureau o f  Econom ic 
Analysis, U.S. Department o f  Commerce.
the more than four-fold increase in oil drilling activity 
that has occurred on the North Dakota side o f  the 
Bakken formation, which straddles the state border with 
Montana. Even with Montana drilling dormant (to date) 
by comparison (Figure 3), the repair, engineering, and 
other services in Yellowstone County have captured 
a considerable amount o f  Bakken-related business. 
Speculation that drilling activity will move west has heated 
up commercial real estate activity in Billings, particularly 
for warehousing and industrial space.
Yet some o f  the uncertainties that hang over almost 
every other Montana city cause our oudook for the 
Yellowstone economy in the coming years to be more 
restrained than the optimism over energy would 
suggest. As is the case elsewhere, consumer 
spending remains extraordinarily weak 
— the retail trade sector has continued 
to shrink even as the rest o f  the 
economy grew in 2011. O ffice 
space remains abundant, 




We expect Yellowstone County growth to accelerate in 
2012, with inflation-corrected nonfarm earnings growth 
roughly at the state average throughout the forecast period 
o f  our baseline forecast.Q
Patrick M. Barkey is the director o f  
The University o f M ontana Bureau o f 




Oil D rilling Rigs, M ontana and North D akota, 
2 0 0 9 -2 0 1 1
Source: Baker Hughes.
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We're all for leading by example. In general, credit unions are deeply committed 
to serving the interests of their community, membership and the planet.
For us, this translates to sustainable buildings, green draft accounts, 
volunteering in our community and 
financial support for everything from 
capital campaigns to recycling programs.
M issou la  Federal
Learn more about credit unions and C r e d i t  U n ion
Missoula Federal Credit Union at More than you expect
www.happy2cu.org. 523-3300 / www.m issoulafcu.org
Green down
to our roots.
BUREAU OF  Bureau of Business & Economic Research 
B U S I N E S S jGailagher Business Building, Suite 231 
ECONOMIC 32 Campus Drive 
RESEARCH Missoula, MT 59812-6840
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